
WILSON WINDOW GUARD
Patented Oct. 25, 1910

The only Burglar-Proof Window Guard

that can be put up at night and taken down

in the morning.

Adapted for Bungalows, Ground-floor

Sleeping Rooms, Porch Windows, Up-stair

Flats and Apartment Windows, Hospital

and Office Buildings.

DIAMOND WIRE AND IRON WORKS
11 it MfinT" CAWCOl AVE.

INDIANAPOLIS : INDIANA

PHONES: MAIN 223 NEW «R

The Window Guards as shown by cut is

an entirely new invention. The bars can be

put in and taken out in a moment, but have

to be unlocked to do so. The cut shows

Guard in place and other being removed.

When bars are down nothing is shown

from outside or inside to mar the view. The

rods are made of 5/$ cold rolled steel and the

sides are flat steel. They are regularly finish-

ed oxidized, Japanned or unpolished steel.

Full nickel plate $1.50 extra, Windows with

Guards can be left open at all times giving a

healthy, sanitary condition at, the same time

perfect security against Burglars or children

falling out.

The Guards are attached to inside frames

of Windows and do not interfere with dra-

peries or working of the windows. They can

be put in place by any one who can use a

screw driver. When in place, the screws which

hold them are entirely covered and can not

be taken out by Any One until the Guard

is unlocked. Give us size of your windows

and number required and get our price.



Hospital Needs

WILSON'S WINDOW GUARD

When you have a friend or relative at a

Hospital, you want to know that they are

safeguarded in every possible way.

Patients become delirious from fear,

fever, etc., and they must be protected. It

is a common occurrence to read of some

patient either falling or jumping out of San-

atorium or Hospital window?. By using our

Guards you protect your patients from such

accidents.

DIRECTIONS FOR MEASURING

In measuring for Guards, get the exact

measurement from stop to stop, or casing to

casing, as the case may be, then measure

from the window sill to the top of the first

sash. Should you wish the entire window

covered, measure the top sash in the same

manner. In that case it would take two

Guardsj one for lower and one for upper sash.
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The DIAMOND Folding Window Guard

is made of 3-4 in. wide by 3-16 in. thick steel.

It is attached to the inside of the window

frame as shown above.

It can be adjusted to any size window.

They are also useful at stair landings and

porch entrances to protect a baby from

falling.

These are furnished in black, aluminum

or bronze finish.

In ordering, if your lower sash measures

34 in. or under, order size No. 1.

If it measures over 34 in., order size No. 2.

If it measures over 42 in., order size No. 3

PRICE EACH

We also manufacture any size, shape, and

weight of round or flat wire Window Guards,

Sky-light Guards, Elevator Enclosures, Office

Railings, Wire Trellises, etc.
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